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Abstract. There is a large amount of data available on the Web. Data are often 
represented as text, enriched with tables, lists, images or other visual structures. 
These data are usually coded in HTML without any additional semantics, which 
makes them nigh impossible to automatically process and extract. There are ap-
proaches based on top-down document segmentation according to visual infor-
mation and layout. We present a bottom-up approach which starts with the 
smallest consistent elements and matches the visual relationships among these 
elements to a pre-defined ontological structure of extracted records. This meth-
od considers not only the visual attributes of a particular segment, but also its 
position amongst other segments. 
Keywords: web data integration, information extraction, structured record ex-
traction, page segmentation, content classification, ontology mapping  
1 Introduction 
There is a great amount of documents on the World Wide Web. These documents are 
usually HTML documents with lots of data encoded in HTML tags. There are some 
generic tags available, such as div or span with no semantics at all. HTML 5 [4] in-
troduced new tags with a generic semantics, such as article, header or footer. Addi-
tionally, RDFa annotations [6] (among other possibilities) allow expressing the se-
mantics of the individual document elements by mapping to ontological concepts or 
properties. 
Unfortunately, large amounts of data available on the World Wide Web are still 
only accessible through plain HTML documents with no semantic annotations at all. 
When we want to machine-process the contained data, it is necessary to identify the 
contained data records and recognize the semantics of the individual data fields. For 
some data sources with a regular structure (such as Wikipedia), we may create specif-
ic extraction templates. However, Web is a heterogeneous place with many different 
sources of data represented in countless ways. 
Many methods have been developed recently for identifying and extracting struc-
tured data records from plain HTML documents [5, 7, 9]. Most of them are based on a 
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top-down approach: first, the document is pre-processed in order to locate the most 
probable regions of interest (called data sections [9] or data regions [5]). Then, the 
individual data records are found in the regions based on the detection of repeating 
structures in the model by frequency measures [7] or visual pattern detection [1, 9]. 
In order to avoid the complex and often unreliable process of data region identifi-
cation, we have recently proposed an opposite bottom-up approach [2]. Considering 
that the expected structure of the records to be extracted is usually known in advance, 
we try to find a best match among this expected structure and the presentation pat-
terns in the whole document starting from the smallest atomic elements. In this paper, 
we propose possible future development that aims to bridge the gap between the plain 
HTML documents and the semantic web. 
2 Method Overview 
The key idea of the method presented in [2] is to identify visual presentation patterns 
that are used to represent the data we are trying to extract and then to extract these 
data using discovered patterns. 
This method assumes only the visual representation of the documents, so it may be 
applied not only on HTML documents, but on PDFs and other visual formats as well. 
Since we are working with the visual information only, we need to create a uniform 
representation of the source document. This representation is a set of visual areas and 
it is the first step of the process. 
The next step is the initial tagging step. In the initial tagging, we assign one or 
multiple tags to each discovered visual area. The idea is to identify all the visual areas 
in the document that could possibly correspond to a particular piece of information 
(e.g. a personal name, date or e-mail address). This tagging may be based on a variety 
of approaches starting with simple regular expressions and ending with a kind of NER 
classifier. We admit that there will be incorrect tags and even multiple tags assigned 
for some visual areas. 
After the initial tagging step, we need to disambiguate the tags. This method as-
sumes that all the data records are presented in a visually consistent way in the source 
documents. This allows introducing presentation constraints on the data records. The 
disambiguation task itself consists of finding matching record presentation and layout 
which meets visual constraints and has a great support in source documents. This 
method defines four visual relations:  
 sideRaa ),( 21  when 1a  and 2a  are on the same line and 2a  is placed to the 
right of 1a  with no element between them  
 afterRaa ),( 21  when 1a  and 2a  are on the same line and 2a  is anywhere to 
the right of 1a  (there may be elements between them)  
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 underRaa ),( 21  when 1a  and 2a  are roughly in the same column, 2a  is 
placed below 1a  with no element between them; additionally, the vertical space 
is not larger than 0.8 em  
 belowRaa ),( 21  when 1a  and 2a  are roughly in the same column, 2a  is 
placed anywhere below 1a   
We choose the most supported relation by trying to cover as many tagged visual areas 
as possible. 
The last step is the record extraction itself. The methods results in a set of matches 
which identify the visual areas that contain data we are interested in. By simply con-
catenating these areas we can obtain the text content. 
3 Further Development Directions 
The presented method is based on quite simple visual relationships discovered in the 
documents and it expects small and regular data records being present in the docu-
ments. For adapting the methods for more complex documents and data records, sev-
eral ways of extensions may be considered. 
3.1 Additional Visual Relationships 
For more complex documents, we would like to consider more ways the relationships 
among elements may be presented in the documents [3]. We may try to represent 
more high-level relations, such as heading-subheading, or paragraph which is basi-
cally a couple of lines separated from other paragraphs in some visual way (usually 
with a newline or a starting tab). Other interesting relation might be the same row or 
same column inside a table. Same row might tell us that those values are referring to 
the same entity. Same column usually represents different values of some metric. On 
top of that we might try to identify grouped columns, which is frequent for timetables. 
3.2 Advanced Tagging 
DBPedia might be used for improving the tagging step for example by integrating 
DBPedia Spotlight, which is a tool for automatically annotating mentions of DBpedia 
resources in text. This tool is able to identify entity mentions and select the best can-
didate based on the user-provided configuration. Other than that, we may introduce 
some NLP tasks as a tagging enhancement. The obvious one is a named entity recog-
nition tagger. 
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3.3 Semantic Relationship Representation 
In our recent work [8], we proposed using RDF for representing the visual model of 
the processed documents. Similarly to this approach, we would like to represent even 
the discovered visual relationships using a RDF graph. The expected benefits are 
greater efficiency in discovering frequent visual patterns (for example using SPARQL 
queries) and the possibility to directly map the identified data fields to ontological 
properties. 
4 Conclusion 
In this paper, we have discussed a method of structured record extraction from web 
documents. The method is purely vision-based and unlike most existing approaches, it 
does not rely on a complex document pre-processing steps for identifying the data 
regions in the documents. Instead, it uses an opposite approach that marks all the 
possible (even incorrectly identified) occurences of the given information in the doc-
uments and later, the data records are identified by finding the best match between the 
expected record structure and the visual presentation patterns discovered in the docu-
ment. We have proposed possible extensions of this method that are expected to allow 
processing more complex documents and integrate the extracted results with semantic 
web resources.  
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